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Robotics Science
Robotics is the latest pinnacle of technical development. Robotics is a conJluence of science
using continuing advancements of mechanical engineering, material science, sensor
fabrication, manufacturing techniques, and advanced algorith.ms. The study and practice of
robotics will expose a dabbler or professional to hundreds of different avenues of study. For
some, the romanticism of robotics brings forth an almost magical curiosity of theworld leading
to the creation of amazing machines. Ajourney of a lifetime awaits in robotics. Robotics can be
defined as the science or study of the technology primarily associated with the design,
fabrication, theory, and application of robots. W4tile other fields contribute the mathematics,
the techniques, and the components, robotics creates the magical end product. The practical
applications ofrobots drive development ofrobotics and drive adyancements in other science.s
in turn. Crafters and researchers in robotics study more than just robotics. The promise of
robotics is easy to describe but hardfor the mind to grasp. Robots hold the promise of moving
and transforming materials with the same ease as a conxputer program transforms data. In
summary, robotics is thefield related to science and technology
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customized quality-driven educational products and
to do so WynEdu has a devoted and determined team
of highly qualified professionals. We follow the $I'
learning approach of "ESCALATE CONFIDENCE
WITH BABY STEPS" i.e., wefocus on outcome-based
learning, ltowever small it may be. t4tith sheer dedication, we strivefor the educational
revolution which propagates the essence of htowledge rather than treating it only as a
tool ofearning.

